CREATING A BIO-DYNAMIC
COOL TEMPERATE
FOREST GARDEN

HOSTS
WHERE
WHEN
TIME

Julia & Charles Yelton
Wild Moss, 358 Cygnet Coast Road, Petcheys Bay
Saturday 3 September
8:45am to 4:30pm

TOPICS INCLUDE
What is a Forest Garden and why design one?
Advantages and Disadvantages.
The Forest Garden Community.
What constitutes the Forest Garden?
Layers in a Forest Garden.
Appropriate Situations and Aspects.
10:30am - morning break
Choosing plants for specific use in the household and garden.
Plant categories for the individual site.
Climate and microclimate, sun, wind and soil considerations, animal use.
Some local examples in Cygnet and Hobart.
1pm - lunch break
Designing for the Site - a practical approach.
Walk through two examples at Wild Moss - addressing specific problems.
The Maturing Garden - build your own moveable poly tunnel/row cover (handout provided).
What sets Bio-Dynamics apart? The use of BD Preparations and Sprays.
BD stir and spray a Fermented Nettles Foliar Spray.
Questions on content.
4:30pm - windup

BIO - JULIA & CHARLES YELTON
During our 30+ years of teaching, Charles and I have designed and implemented Forest
Gardens in every climate zone. From our first in the sub-tropics on our property at Crystal
Waters Permaculture Village to the very dry island of Cyprus, wet and windy Ireland, the
cold northern states in the USA, even the coral island of Nassau in the Bahamas… to name
just a few. The principals remain the same but plant species are specific to climate and
conditions.
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CREATING A BIO-DYNAMIC
COOL TEMPERATE
FOREST GARDEN
WHAT TO BRING
All workshops are experiential and we will be out on the land… please wear appropriate
clothing, boots and hat according to the prevailing weather conditions.
Some notes will be provided but please byo notebook/pen for note taking.

REFRESHMENTS
10:30 morning break - morning tea is provided.
1pm lunch break - hearty soup is provided. Please bring extra snack/sandwich, mug, bowl,
cutlery.

PARKING
Look for the Bio-Dynamics Tasmania banner… a parking attendant will guide you to
appropriate parking.
Please share-ride if possible to ease congestion.

PETS
This is a very active day and dogs are not welcome… thank you.

COVID
Current COVID restrictions apply. Please do not come along if you are feeling at all unwell.

BOOKING INFORMATION
Refunds are not available. If you are unable to join us, you are welcome to pass your ticket
to friends and family. Alternatively we may be able to offer to someone on our waitlist.
Cost:
Members - $80/person
Non-members - $100/person
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